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Abstract

Interfacial Engineering of Molecular Photovoltaics

by

Steven Wade Shelton

Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering – Materials Science and Engineering

University of California, Berkeley
Professor Junqiao Wu, Co-chair
Professor Biwu Ma, Co-chair

One of the most worthy pursuits in the field of organic solar cells is that of discovering ways to more effectively harvest charge generated by light absorption. The measure of the efficacy of this process is the external quantum efficiency (EQE). It is determined by the efficiency of incident light absorption, exciton diffusion, exciton splitting and charge transfer, and charge collection. Enhanced EQE can be realized by engineering interfaces between materials in the device to allow for smoother charge transfer throughout the extent of the device, which is usually between 10 and 200 nanometers. Improvements in charge transport are vitally important because the photogenerated excitons in electron donating polymers and small molecules typically only diffuse between 5 and 10 nanometers. These excitons must reach the interface between the electron donor and electron acceptor in order to be split so that the resulting electron and hole can be harvested at the cathode and anode, respectively.

The aim of much of this dissertation is to describe a method by which the donor-acceptor interfacial area can be augmented using nanoimprint lithography, first with a single donor and then with multiple donors. Nanoimprint lithography is introduced as a simple embossing technique that can create features in a single component donor with dimensions as small as 20 nm. Solution-processable small molecules are of interest for their ease of synthesis and fabrication. I continue the discussion of nanoimprint lithography by offering candidates for a two-component donor combination. A two-component donor can extend the absorption range across a broader portion of the solar spectrum than just one donor to improve energy harvesting.

After considering ways of optimizing the donor-acceptor interface, I describe the use of a charge selective layer for better charge transport and collection. When incorporated into a bilayer solar cell and an inverted solar cell, these two molecules markedly improve the energy conversion efficiency.
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Chapter 1
Introduction to Organic Photovoltaics

1.1 A Brief History

Thin film solar cells have been intensely studied since the 1980s for scientific and commercial pursuits. After the energy crisis of the 1970’s there was a shift in the scope of solar energy research from expensive crystalline silicon-based photovoltaic (PV) modules to modules that could use alternative, cheaper materials. Some of the popular candidate materials included, Cu₂S, CdS, and CdTe. C. W. Tang of Kodak initiated another shift when he demonstrated the photovoltaic effect in organic small molecules at Kodak in 1986, converting power at 1% efficiency.¹ The basic operational principles of organic solar cells is shown in Fig. 1. Upon light absorption, a bound electron-hole pair, or exciton, is generated in the donor. This exciton diffuses to the interface between the donor and acceptor before being split. At this time, the electron is transferred to the acceptor. The electron continues to drift through the acceptor to the cathode while the hole drifts through the donor to the anode. Organic materials have important

Fig. 1 Band diagram of an organic solar cell constructed with a donor (blue) and acceptor (tan) sandwiched between an anode and cathode: a) exciton formation (electron is black and hole is white) under illumination; b) exciton diffusion to the donor-acceptor interface; c) electron transfer to the acceptor; d) charge drift to the electrodes; and e) charge collection at the electrodes.
characteristics distinct from inorganic materials. Organic materials tend to have higher absorption coefficients and chemical tunability. Moreover, organic PV modules can be flexible and, thus, conform to a variety of surfaces. During the 1980’s and 1990’s polymer-based solar cells were extensively studied in addition to molecular solar cells to determine the operating principles of organic solar cells. Contrary to a silicon-based module which achieves charge separation at the junction of p-type silicon and n-type silicon, an organic solar cell achieves charge separation at the junction of an electron donor and electron acceptor. Furthermore, this charge separation at the donor-acceptor heterojunction is more effective if the donor and acceptor are intimately mixed, as discovered by Yu et al. in 1995, resulting in a power conversion efficiency of 3%.² Yu blended poly(2-methoxy-5(2’-ethyl-hexyloxy)-(1,4-phenylene vinylene) (MEH-PPV) and [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) to create a bulk heterojunction with substantially more donor-acceptor interface.

Fig. 2 Timeline showing important advances in the architecture and materials systems employed by organic photovoltaic cells.

This and other important advances during the 1990’s (Fig. 2) were made as the fundamental device physics of organic solar cells were still being uncovered. In addition to MEH-PPV and PCBM, another workhorse polymeric material was poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) and a commonly used small molecule was copper phthalocyanine (CuPc). Among the
important distinctive properties of organic photoactive materials is that light generates a coulombically bound electron-hole pair rather than a free electron-hole pair as in inorganic materials. The dielectric constant tends to be much lower in organic materials like P3HT ($\varepsilon = 3 - 4$) than inorganic materials like silicon ($\varepsilon = 11$) so the electron and hole are ineffectively screened from one another and, thus, bound with energy typically of .4 - 1.4 eV. Moreover, this bound electron-hole pair only diffuses a paltry 3-10 nm in most organic semiconductors. If it does not reach a donor-acceptor interface, it will recombine and reemit radiation. If it does, however, reach an interface, and there is sufficient energetic difference, about .3 eV at least, then it will be energetically favorable for the electron to transition from the donor to the acceptor and the exciton can be split. The electron will then drift to the cathode and the hole will drift to the anode. Importantly, the dissociated carriers must be whisked away at a sufficient rate to prevent charge back transfer and electron-hole recombination. The mobility gives a sense of how quickly charge can move through the disordered organic network. Because the mobility is quite low relative to that of inorganic materials, typically $10^{-4}$-$10^{-3}$ cm$^2$/V$\cdot$s, electric charges can accumulate in certain portions of the active layer as they traverse the film. This behavior leads to a build-up of space charge which can impede further flow of current. The space-charge limited current is expressed in the following way:\(^5\)

$$J = \frac{9}{8} \varepsilon_r \varepsilon_0 \mu_h \frac{V^2}{L^3}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.1)

where $\varepsilon_r$ is the relative permittivity, $\varepsilon_0$ is the vacuum permittivity, $\mu_h$ is the hole mobility, $V$ is the voltage, and $L$ is the thickness of the donor. While this equation holds when the mobility, itself, is field-independent, there is an alternate expression when the mobility is field-dependent:\(^5\)

$$J = \frac{9}{8} \varepsilon_r \varepsilon_0 \mu_{h0} e^{9y\sqrt{E}} \frac{V^2}{L^3}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.2)

where $\mu_{h0}$ is the zero-field mobility. Once the charges have drifted according to one of these relationships, it can be collected at the electrode. Thus, the efficiency with which absorbed light generates charge, the internal quantum efficiency, is described by the efficiency of light absorption ($\eta_A$), exciton diffusion ($\eta_{ED}$), exciton splitting and charge transfer ($\eta_{CT}$), and charge collection ($\eta_{CC}$); stated algebraically:

$$\eta_{IQE} = \eta_A \eta_{ED} \eta_{CT} \eta_{CC}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (1.3)

One can account for the efficacy with which incident light is coupled to the device, which might be diminished by scattering, by calculating the external quantum efficiency (EQE), or the ratio of electrons collected to incident photons. EQE is given by

$$\eta_{EQE} = (1 - R) \eta_A \eta_{ED} \eta_{CT} \eta_{CC}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (1.4)

The most important figures of merit of solar cell performance are gleaned from a current-voltage sweep of the device in the dark and in the light (Fig. 3). The figures of merit immediately observable on the plot of the current density under illumination are the short circuit current ($J_{sc}$) and open circuit voltage ($V_{oc}$). The former is seen where the applied voltage is zero while the latter is seen where the current density is zero. The black dashed lines in Fig. 3 intersect at the maximum power point, where the product of voltage and current density is highest. The ratio of the maximum power to the product of $J_{sc}$ and $V_{oc}$ yields the fill factor (FF) according to the following relation:

$$\frac{(IV)_{max}}{J_{sc}V_{oc}} = FF.$$ \hspace{1cm} (1.5)

Finally, the overall energy conversion efficiency ($\eta$) is calculated according to the relation,

$$\frac{(IV)_{max}}{P_{sun}} = \eta.$$ \hspace{1cm} (1.6)

where $P_{sun}$ is the incident solar power.
Improvements to organic solar cells tend to pertain to a few general areas, including materials development, morphology, and interface modification. Clearly, extending the absorption range using low-bandgap constituents like the polymer poly[2,6-(4,4-bis-(2-ethylhexyl)-4H-cyclopenta[2,1-b;3,4-b’]dithiophene)-alt-4,7-(2,1,3-benzothiadiazole)](PCPDTBT)\(^7\) and the small molecule B,O-chelated azadipyrromethene (BO-ADPM) can allow the solar cell to more completely utilize the solar spectrum.\(^7\) In contrast to these efforts, some developments are aimed at increasing the mobility of organic semiconductors, as exhibited by the synthesis by Yang of poly(4,4-dioctyldithieno(3,2-b:2’,3’-d)silole)-2,6-diyl-alt-(2,1,3-benzothiadiazole)-4,7-diyl) (PSBTBT).\(^8\) The efforts regarding morphology have focused on creating the best packed structure of donor and acceptor,\(^9\) conventionally with annealing techniques.\(^10\)

**1.2 Objectives**

The efforts described in this dissertation deal specifically with interface engineering, particularly at the junction between the active layers and the electrode and within the active layer itself. The engineering within the active layer seeks to address key deficiencies of organic semiconductors: poor exciton diffusion and narrow absorption. Since excitons are able to diffuse in a very limited volume, it is critical to have a donor-acceptor interface in the vicinity of every exciton to improve exciton quenching and charge collection. It is commonly accepted that an ordered, nanostructured morphology between the donor and acceptor is ideal for this purpose (Fig. 4). Herein, a method for achieving such nanostructured morphology, nanoimprint lithography, will be detailed. Next, a method for nanostructuring a two-component donor will be discussed to show how the absorption spectrum of the device can be broadened with a donor that absorbs in different wavelength ranges. Finally, efforts to improve charge collection at the junction of the donor and the anode using a molecular hole-injection layer will conclude the experimental results of the dissertation.

Small molecules are the focus of this dissertation for several reasons. The advantages of small molecules compared to polymers include their monodispersity, ease of synthesis and high purity. Small molecules also tend to pack better than polymers since they tend to have fewer
bulky side chains that disturb such packing. For this reason, small molecules tend to crystallize into larger grains, raising the mobility. Though the first organic heterojunction solar cell incorporated small molecules, molecular solar cells did not receive the most attention during the 1990’s. The popular donor materials were polymers like P3HT and MEH-PPV and these materials formed the basis of a much of the experimental work to understand the device physics of organic solar cells. Nonetheless, molecular acceptors such as C60 and PCBM were a staple of these solar cells because they accept electrons so readily and allow excitons to be split on extremely short time scales (femtosecond). This is in no small part due to the success of the bulk heterojunction based on polymers and PCBM, which are both easily processed in solution. It was not until Yang demonstrated an efficient molecular bulk heterojunction in 2005 that interest resurged in molecular photovoltaics. There was another surge after Lloyd et. al. set forth a library of interesting solution-processable small molecules, which paved the way for easier fabrication of molecular photovoltaics. A fully solution-processable active layer would allow for roll-to-roll processing and flexible solar panels, which is a particularly attractive option for certain applications like military usage. The results put forth in this dissertation set forth methods to enhance exciton splitting by donor-acceptor interface engineering, augment absorption by tailoring the interface between two suitable donors, and more readily accept charges by altering the donor-anode interface.
Chapter 2
Nanoimprinting of a Small Molecule Donor Layer

2.1 Nanostructuring Strategies

Several novel techniques for generating organic nanostructures have been demonstrated recently. Hirade et. al. employed a seeded growth method in which a thin layer of 3,4,9,10-perylene-tetracarboxylic-dianhydride (PTCDA) (3nm)/CuPc (3nm) was deposited before CuPc was further deposited by sublimation (Fig. 5). It is important to first deposit the PTCDA layer because it orients face-on to the substrate; CuPc naturally prefers to orient edge-on. Once the correct orientation is established by the seed, CuPc can continue to grow vertically from the substrate.

Alternatively, one can use the self-organizing properties of block copolymers (BCP) to arrange the donor and acceptor in a favorable orientation. Taking advantage of the fact that block-copolymers can arrange themselves in a variety of orientations depending on the relative molecular weight of each block, photovoltaic developers have identified two particularly useful morphologies for solar cells: layered and cylindrical (Fig. 6). Both methods of phase segregation allow for a continuous percolation pathway for the hole and electron in the donor and acceptor material, respectively. In these arrangements, it is critical to insert a hole-selective layer between the donor material and the anode and an electron-selective layer between the acceptor and cathode.

Fig. 5 – Nanopillars of CuPc on PTCDA grown by vacuum.
Yet another way to generate organic nanostructures is with a top-down approach using a templated mask. A di-block copolymer with cylindrical morphology can be used to generate a hard template if it is spin-cast onto silicon. Polystyrene-block-poly(ethylene oxide) (PS-b-PEO, 32k-b-11k), for example, orients into cylinders of PEO roughly 20nm in diameter surrounded by a matrix of PS. Of course, the domain size, D, can be tailored by altering the number of monomers in each block, N, according to the relation

\[ D \propto aN^{2/3} \chi^{1/6} \]  

for which \( a \) is the segment length and \( \chi \) is the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter. This film can be reconstructed by soaking in ethanol such that the PEO is mostly displaced to the surface. After a brief exposure to oxygen plasma, PEO is removed, leaving cylindrical holes in a PS matrix. Further etching via inductively coupled plasma (ICP) of SF6/O2 etches pores into the underlying silicon substrate (Fig. 7).
Once the silicon template is created, it can be used to pattern soft materials. The method for doing so is nanoimprint lithography. Commercially available polymers have long been used as both the patterned material, such as a resist, and as a soft replica of a hard mold. Of course, the process of nanoimprint lithography is not only compatible with polymers, but with small molecules as well. The first step of nanoimprint lithography is to identify the temperature at which the material is soft enough to conform to a mold; the glass transition temperature, $T_g$, is typically chosen. Differential scanning calorimetry can measure this quantity. It is also important to know the decomposition temperature, as determined by thermogravimetric analysis. With both temperatures, one can choose a processing temperature greater than the glass transition temperature but less than the decomposition temperature. Next, a pristine film of the organic material is spin-cast onto the substrate. The etched silicon template, pre-coated with an anti-sticking layer, is pressed against the material while it is heated in a way such that the mask maintains a constant pressure. As the material softens under the influence of heat, the template

**Fig. 7**  a) Block copolymer pattern after solvent annealing and ethanol reconstruction.  b) BCP film after being etched for 10 s in RIE c) Pattern etched into silicon with 10 s of cryo-ICP etching d) Silicon pattern after a full 20 s of cryo-ICP etching
deforms the material to generate nanopillars within the hollow cylinders. The sample is then cooled and the mask peeled away. Due to the anti-sticking layer, the mask can be removed while preserving the integrity of the film.

Fig. 8 Schematic showing how a silicon mask (gray) with cylindrical features transfers its pattern to the soft organic material (blue).

2.2 Experimental Plan for Nanoimprint Lithography

There are guidelines for how to tailor the dimensions. First, the nanopillars should be long enough to absorb 90% of the incident light. With the aid of the Beer-Lambert Law,

\[ \frac{I}{I_0} = e^{-\alpha l} \]  

one can calculate the optimal pillar length. In the above relationship, \( I_0 \) is the incident light intensity, \( I \) is the transmitted intensity of light, \( \alpha \) is the absorption coefficient at a specific wavelength, and \( l \) is the length of the nanopillar. The optimum thickness will, then, be the one such that the total light absorbed across the solar spectrum is greater than 90% according to the relation

\[ A = 1 - \frac{I}{I_0} = 1 - e^{-\alpha l} \]  

where \( A \) is the percentage of light absorbed at a specific wavelength. The optimum width of each pillar is 2x the exciton diffusion length, \( L_D \), so that the shortest path to the donor-acceptor interface is 1 diffusion length for each exciton. Returning to the idea of extending the absorption range, a simple method of achieving this is mixing multiple donor materials together with complementary absorption. These donor materials must have compatible deposition techniques, but, more importantly, have the appropriate energy levels to allow for charge drift in the right direction. In other words, their LUMO’s (lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals) and HOMO’s (highest occupied molecular orbitals) must be staggered to allow for electrons to cascade down towards the cathode and holes cascade upwards towards the anode.
Before the active films are structured by nanoimprint lithography, the dimensions of the template must be determined. Using pores that generate cylinders with diameter twice the exciton diffusion length is a good rough guide. For this reason, first the exciton diffusion length must be measured with a routine technique. Two separate samples are made to assist the measurement. One is an optically thick film of the donor material on glass with a blocking layer on top (i.e. bathocuproine, BCP). The other is another optically thick donor film on glass with a quenching layer on top (i.e. C60). When light is shone on the former structure, excitons do not have an interface at which to split and, therefore, recombine. The light emitted upon recombination is observed by a photoluminescence measurement. In the latter sample, many excitons, depending on the exciton diffusion length, can reach the interface and be split. Consequently, there will be less photoluminescence. Since the amount of photoluminescence is related to how well excitons diffuse to the interface with the quenching layer, a photoluminescence measurement can be used to determine the exciton diffusion length. The difference in photoluminescence for these two samples will be evident. The ratio of the photoluminescence of the blocked sample, $\eta_b$, to the quenched sample, $\eta_q$, is related to the exciton diffusion length by the following expression:

$$\frac{\eta_b}{\eta_q} = \alpha(\lambda) \cdot L_D + 1.$$  

(1.10)

Thus, on a plot of $\frac{\eta_b}{\eta_q}$ vs. $\alpha(\lambda)$, the slope will be $L_D$. 

**Figure 9** Schematic showing the appropriate relative energy levels of multiple donors, the acceptor, cathode, and anode.

**Figure 10** a) Diagram of structure designed to promote exciton photoluminescence (blocked version) and another designed to promote exciton quenching (quenched). b) Schematic of plot showing photoluminescence of both blocked (blue) and quenched (red) samples. c) Schematic of the plot of the ratio of the photoluminescence of the blocked sample to that of the quenched sample versus excitation wavelength.
2.3 Materials and Instrumentation

SubPc-A was prepared and characterized according to previous reports. An absorption spectrum of thin films was measured with a CARY 5000 UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer. Cyclic voltammetry was performed with a Solartron 1285 potentiostat with a scan rate of 100 mV s⁻¹, wherein a silver wire acts as the reference electrode, glassy carbon as the working electrode, a platinum wire acts as the counter electrode. Samples were prepared in dichloromethane solution with 0.1M tetrabutylammoniumhexafluorophosphate as the electrolyte and ferrocene as an internal standard. The thickness of films was measured using a Horiba Uvisel Spectroscopic Ellipsometer. Photoluminescence was measured using a Nanolog spectrofluorometer.

2.4 Materials Characterization

The first interface to be manipulated is the donor-acceptor interface. If the donor can be made thicker, to absorb more light, charge transport to the donor-acceptor interface can still be efficient if the donor is nanostructured. For this reason, several solution-processable molecular donors were selected for their very special properties to be patterned. 2-Allylphenoxy-(Subphthalocyaninato)boron (III) has excellent attributes for a photovoltaic device: high solubility, low tendency to aggregate, and high extinction coefficient. For these reasons it is possible to deposit high quality films in comparison to many other solution processed films for which the material may aggregate or have poor solubility. These properties emerge from the structure of the SubPc-A molecule, which is non-planar and pyramidal. It has already been employed in a bilayer solar cell by Ma et al., inspired by work in 2009 that pushed the
efficiency of solution processed molecular solar cells from 1.3% to 3%. A 20nm thick SubPc-A layer in conjunction with 32nm of the acceptor C60 converted power at a 1.7% efficiency.\textsuperscript{17}

![Diagram of the structure of the bilayer solar cell](image)

**Figure 11** a) Diagram of the structure of the bilayer solar cell constructed with ITO/PEDOT:PSS (30nm)/SubPc-A(20nm)/C60(32nm)/BCP(10nm)/Ag(100nm). b) Plot of the IV behavior of a bilayer solar cell with a SubPc-A donor (solid) and a subnapthalocyanine, SubNC (dashed).\textsuperscript{17}

2, 4-bis[4-(N,N-diisobutylamino)-2,6-dihydroxyphenyl]squaraine (SQ, Fig. 12) is another interesting soluble small molecule due to its high absorption, albeit in the fairly narrow range of 600nm-700nm.\textsuperscript{19} Squaraine dyes, reported by Triebs in 1965, are squaric acid derivatives characterized by a C\textsubscript{4}O\textsubscript{2} cyclobutadione bridge with an electron-deficient Hückel ring. As such, the four membered ring acts as an acceptor and it is surrounded by two electron-donating groups in a donor-acceptor-donor (D-A-D) structure. Many of the derivatives maintain the Hückel ring, but exchange the donor moieties to achieve different optical properties. The particular derivative employed here has been shown to exhibit excellent film quality, though the solubility is limited. Due to its very small exciton diffusion length, ~2nm, the thickness of the film in the bilayer device is much smaller than typical, 10nm.\textsuperscript{20}

![Schematic of the structure of SQ](image)

**Figure 12** Schematic of the structure of SQ
The final small molecule studied is the aforementioned BOADPM (Fig. 14), a near-infrared absorber. Like SQ and SubPc-A, BOADPM is amorphous in the as-cast state and has quite a small exciton diffusion length, ~4nm, as estimated by Leblebici.

**Figure 13** a) Diagram of the structure of the bilayer solar cell constructed with ITO/MoO$_3$ (8nm)/SQ(10nm)/C60(40nm)/BCP(10nm)/Al(100nm). b) Plot of the IV behavior of a bilayer solar cell with a SQ donor.

**Figure 14** Schematic of the structure of BOADPM.
First nanoimprint lithography was attempted using a single material, SubPc-A. The thermotropic properties of SubPc-A were assessed with thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). TGA revealed the decomposition temperature to be roughly 280°C while DSC pointed to a $T_g$ at 96°C (Figs. 16 and 17). In light of this information, a temperature of 200°C and pressure of 200 Pa was chosen to conduct the nanoimprint lithography and found to work.

**Figure 15** a) Diagram of the structure of the bilayer solar cell constructed with ITO/PEDOT:PSS (30nm)/BOADPM(14nm)/C60(40nm)/BCP(10nm)/Ag(100nm). b) Plot of the IV behavior of a bilayer solar cell with several different azadipyrrromethene donor layers.\(^7\)

**Figure 16** Thermogravimetric analysis of SubPc-A. The scans indicate a decomposition temperature of about 280°C.
Figure 17 a) Differential scanning calorimetry scan of SubPc-A between -20°C and 130°C b) Zoomed-in view of the DSC curve to highlight the T_g of roughly 96°C.
The thermotropic properties of SubPc-A make it attractive for nanoimprinting. Furthermore, the energy levels are compatible with fabrication of a solar cell with the structure Al/BCP/C60/SubPc-A/MoO3/ITO/glass (Fig. 20). These energy levels were calculated using a combination of cyclic voltammetry and UV-Vis spectrometry. First, cyclic voltammetry was used to determine the HOMO relative to an internal ferrocene standard; it came to -5.4eV. The HOMO-LUMO gap was calculated based on the absorption onset at about 600nm = 2eV. This HOMO-LUMO gap was subtracted from the HOMO level to set the LUMO level at -3.4 eV.

**Figure 18** a) Cyclic voltammogram of SubPc-A. b) Cyclic voltammogram of SubPc-A with internal ferrocene standard.

**Figure 19** Absorption spectrum of a thin film of SubPc-A.
SubPc-A was chosen as the best candidate for imprinting both for its absorption in the visible and its processing compatibility. Moreover, because these materials can be dissolved in many of the same solvents, SubPc-A can also serve as a host matrix for a second material to extend the absorption range in a multicomponent donor system.

2.5 Choice of Pillar Dimensions

In order to determining the ideal pillar height, the absorption coefficient at every wavelength was used in conjunction with the solar spectrum (AM1.5) to calculate the thickness at which 90% of incident sunlight would be absorbed. Because of the limited absorption range of SubPc-A, a thickness of approximately 1µm is required to absorb 90% of the light between 400nm and 800nm.

Figure 20 Energy level diagram of a solar cell with structure Al/BCP(8nm)/C60(40nm)/SubPc-A(29nm)/MoO_3(8nm)/ITO.
The ideal pillar diameter was calculated with knowledge of the exciton diffusion length. Two samples were constructed: one with the structure C60(8nm)/SubPc-A(317nm)/glass and the other with the structure BCP(8nm)/SubPc-A(317nm)/glass (Fig. 22). The former structure allowed the excitons generated under illumination to be quenched at the C60/SubPc-A interface while the excitons in the latter structure would recombine and photoluminesce much more readily. At 317nm thick, the SubPc-A layer absorbs about 52% of the incident light between 400nm and 800nm.

**Figure 21** AM1.5 Solar spectrum between 300nm and 800nm.

**Figure 22** a) Structure of device built to allow exciton quenching at the SubPc-A/C60 interface (C60/SubPc-A/glass). b) Structure of device built to allow exciton recombination and photoluminescence due to the blocking effect of BCP (BCP/SubPc-A/glass).
450nm and 600nm, where SubPc-A absorbs, and the photoluminescence was detected. Though there are several techniques\textsuperscript{21,22} for measuring the exciton diffusion length of optically thick films, spectrally resolved photoluminescence quenching is the most highly favored for many reasons. The excitons generated by incident light will be distributed throughout the film according to the absorption coefficient, but most will be located near the window. Those excitons that are close to the quenching interface, within a distance of \( \sim L_D \), will decay rather than photoluminesce. Therefore, there will be a difference between the photoluminescence efficiency of the blocked layer, \( \eta_B \), and that of the quenched layer, \( \eta_Q \). By calculating the ratio \( \frac{\eta_B}{\eta_Q} \), systematic errors such as uncertainty in the lamp intensity or variation in exciton generation from sample to sample can be eliminated.\textsuperscript{23}

### 2.6 Results and Discussion

The plot of \( \frac{\eta_B}{\eta_Q} \) vs. \( \alpha(\lambda) \) can be fit with the following relationship:

\[
\frac{\eta_B}{\eta_Q} = 1.76 + 2 \cdot 10^{-6} \cdot \alpha(\lambda)
\]  

(1.11)

The coefficient, \( 2 \cdot 10^{-6} \), corresponds to the exciton diffusion length (\( L_D \)) in units of cm so \( L_D = 20\text{nm} \), in agreement with literature reported values.\textsuperscript{23}

![Figure 23](image-url) Photoluminescence spectra of quenched and blocked SubPc-A layer at excitation wavelengths between 560nm and 850nm.
In light of the fact that \( L_D = 20 \text{nm} \) for SubPc-A, the nanopillar diameter should be no more than twice \( L_D \), or 40nm.

When fabricating the silicon template to pattern the desired features, practical engineering concerns arose that called for compromise with the theoretically ideal dimensions. The block copolymer polystyrene-polyethylene oxide (PS-PEO), \( M_n = 32\text{-b}-11 \text{ kg/mol} \), has proven capable of generating domains of PEO with diameter \( \sim 20 \text{nm} \) (Fig. 25) within the host matrix of PS after being solvent annealed in water and tetrahydrofuran, THF. After solvent annealing, the PEO is largely on the film surface while a portion remains in the nanohole, chemically attached to the PS. Etching for 10s in oxygen plasma removed the PEO to prepare it for the selective SF\(_6\)/O\(_2\)cryo-ICP etch to form pores within Si. This cryo-ICP etch has a polymer:silicon selectivity of 1:10. Finally, before imprinting, the surface was coated with the release agent 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyltrichlorosilane by evaporation.
The release agent helps to ensure clean pattern transfer, as there can be a number of imperfections otherwise (Fig. 27). Another practical consideration is that if the diameter of the pillars is only 20nm, the height should be roughly the same height for structural integrity; taller pillars are more easily damaged during the mold release. For this reason, the mold was etched to a depth of roughly 40nm, ensuring that the pillars formed would be no taller than that height depending on the initial layer thickness before imprinting.

Fig. 26 a) The PS-PEO (32-11k) mold deposited on a silicon wafer. b) Silicon wafer after it has been etched to generate nanopores.

Fig. 25 Schematic of PEO domains (red) in a PS matrix (green) on top of a silicon substrate.

Fig. 27 List of common issues arising from imperfect pattern transfer from a hard template to a soft organic layer.²⁴
**Fig. 28** a) SEM image of a nanoimprinted SubPc-A film with features of approximately 20nm in diameter. b) an SEM image from the same sample at a different location with a higher number of defects.
A thin layer of SubPc-A, 29nm thick, was deposited on silicon slide (2cm•2cm) to be imprinted as a proof of concept. While in some areas of the slide, there was good pattern transfer (Fig. 28 a), in other areas there were many defects (Fig. 28 b). The defects are most likely due to an unclean template in which some of the pores may have clogged with organic material from previous imprints. While the concept was proven, the demonstration does point to a difficulty in ensuring good pattern transfer over area large enough to construct a device (~0.03 cm²).
Chapter 3
Nanostructuring of a Multi-Component Donor

3.1 Choice of Materials

Additional materials have been identified to be used in conjunction with SubPc-A to extend the absorption range of the donor layer by making a two-component mixture. Both SQ and BOADPM are near infrared absorbers and their absorption ranges are complementary (Fig. 29). The fact that they are miscible in many of the same solvents makes them an ideal set of materials from which to choose two for a two-component mixture. Because SQ has both the highest maximum absorption coefficient and the most limited solubility, it can serve as the minority component in a matrix of either SubPc-A or BOADPM.

Figure 29 Plot of the absorption coefficient for the candidate donor materials: BOADPM, SubPc-A, and SQ.
Moreover, the energy levels of SQ and BOADPM show that there is promise to construct a device of the structure Al/BCP/C60/SubPc-A/SQ or BOADPM/MoO$_3$/ITO/glass. While the energy levels of BOADPM have been previously determined by Leblebici et. al., those for SQ were calculated using CV in conjunction with UV-Vis spectroscopy (Fig. 30).

![Cyclic voltammogram of SQ with internal ferrocene standard. The oxidation peaks of the ferrocene standard are shown at ~.7V and .74V while those of SQ are at ~1.2V and 1.25V.](image)

**Figure 30** – Cyclic voltammogram of SQ with internal ferrocene standard. The oxidation peaks of the ferrocene standard are shown at ~.7V and .74V while those of SQ are at ~1.2V and 1.25V.

Based on these results, a band diagram of materials to be potentially used together can be constructed showing that donor combinations of SQ/BOADPM and SubPc-A/BOADPM can be promising.

![Energy level diagram of the candidate materials for a nanostructured solar cell with a multi-component donor.](image)

**Figure 31** Energy level diagram of the candidate materials for a nanostructured solar cell with a multi-component donor.
3.2 Results and Discussion

The thermotropic properties of SQ and BOADPM were assessed to determine compatibility with nanoimprint lithography. It was observed that SQ and BOADPM do not decompose until a temperature of 360°C and 290°C, respectively (Fig. 32).

![Thermogravimetric Analysis](image)

**Figure 32** Thermogravimetric analysis of BOADPM and SQ, showing decomposition temperatures at roughly 360°C and 290°C, respectively.

Differential scanning calorimetry identified $T_g$ at 96°C for SQ and 150°C for BOADPM. $T_g$ for SQ was revealed as a step in the DSC curve (Fig. 33), similar to that of SubPc-A, while that of BOADPM (Fig. 34) was revealed as two humps in the plot which indicated a glass transition (endothermic) and recrystallization (exothermic). The concave up hump at ~160°C indicates that the material is taking up heat to transition to the glassy, rubbery state while the concave down hump at 180°C indicates that the material is releasing heat as it recrystallizes. Because the decomposition temperature is so high relative to the glass transition temperature for each molecule, there is a large temperature window in which to complete the nanoimprint lithography.
Figure 3 3a) Differential scanning calorimetry scan of SQ between -20°C and 130°C. b) zoomed-in view of the DSC curve to highlight the T_g of roughly 96°C.
Nanoimprint lithography was conducted using BOADPM to confirm that it could also be used as a matrix material like SubPc-A.

Figure 34 Differential scanning calorimetry scan of SubPc-A between -20°C and 130°C indicating a $T_g$ of roughly 150°C.
Fig. 35 a) Top down SEM view of nanoinprinted BOADPM on Si and b) tilted SEM view of BOADPM showing nanopillars roughly 20nm in diameter and height.
Chapter 4
Anode Surface Engineering with a Hole Injection Layer

4.1 Introduction to Electrode Modification

Recently, interfaces between materials in organic solar cells have garnered much attention in pursuit of highly efficient and stable devices and modules.\textsuperscript{25-56} One of the critical components of OSCs is the interfacial layer between the photoactive layer and electrodes. A desirable interfacial layer has several important properties, including the ability to 1) enhance the compatibility of the electrodes and organic active layers, 2) adjust the energy barriers for efficient charge collection, 3) form a preferential contact for one kind of carrier, 4) preclude chemical or physical interactions between the electrodes and photoactive layers, and 5) serve as an optical spacer. A plethora of p- and n-type interface materials have been studied, including salts, self-assembled organic monolayers, metal oxides, graphene oxides, and doped conductive polymers. Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) has been one of the most commonly used hole-selective interfacial materials, providing a smooth anode surface, reducing the leakage current, and enhancing device stability compared to a pristine electrode.\textsuperscript{57} However, it is not an ideal hole selective layer due to several issues: its intrinsic acidity and hygroscopicity leads to sacrifices in device stability and degradation, and its low LUMO level and bandgap result in poor electron blocking and strong exciton quenching. Both inorganic and organic interfacial layers have been tested to replace the problematic PEDOT:PSS. CsCO\textsubscript{3}, and V\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{5}, NiO, and graphene oxide are among the inorganic hole-selective compounds that have been deposited on ITO with the intention of improving each of the important photovoltaic figures of merit, short circuit current ($J_{sc}$), open circuit voltage ($V_{oc}$), and fill factor (FF). Organic semiconductors such as tris[4-(5-phenylthiophen-2-yl)phenyl]amine (TPTPA), 4,4',4"-tris[N-(3-methylphenyl)-N-phenylamino]triphenylamine (MTDATA), and dithiapryranyldienes (DITPY) have been employed recently, as well. Furthermore, the organic-inorganic interface has been modified with interfacial dipoles to alter the relative energy levels of the organic and inorganic components. Traditionally, ITO is still used as the bottom electrode since it can conduct holes and electrons, so an electron selective layer must be deposited on the ITO surface. Though generally believed to be less cost-efficient than solution processing, high vacuum processing has been the method of deposition for most of these materials. To our best knowledge, little has been reported on OSCs with solution processed p-type organic interface materials, especially small molecules. Herein is a study on two p-type triindoles, triazatruxene (TAT) and N-trimethyltriindole (TMTI), as solution processable hole-selective materials for use in OSCs with bilayer and inverted structures. Owing to their unique discotic $\pi$-extended aromatic structure, these $C_3$ symmetric fused carbazoletrimers and their derivatives are characterized by attractive physical and electronic properties for organic electronic devices, e.g. liquid
crystallinity, strong fluorescence, and high carrier mobility. In addition to these properties, our investigation of TAT and TMTI as hole-selective materials is also motivated by their facile preparation, electrode compatibility, high solubility, wide bandgap with good transparency in the visible region, high LUMO energy level, and low HOMO level.

4.2 Materials and Instrumentation

Triazatruxene (TAT) and N-trimethyltriindole (TMTI) were synthesized and purified following the widely reported procedures in the literature. Pre-patterned ITO-coated glass substrates were supplied by Thin Film Devices Inc. Poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) was supplied by Rieke Metals, Inc. Phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) was supplied by Nano-C Inc. Sublimed grade C60 and Bathocuproine (BCP) were supplied by Aldrich. PEDOT:PSS (Baytron PH 500) was supplied by H.C.Starck.

The thickness of these films was determined with a Dektak 150 profilometer. In order to investigate the electronic properties of the materials, density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed with the Spartan’08 software package using the B3LYP hybrid functional and the 6-31+G basis set. The orbital energy levels in vacuum, minimum energy conformations, and electron density plots are mapped.

4.3 Device Fabrication and Testing

Both conventional and inverted photovoltaic devices were fabricated. The planar heterojunction (bilayer) solar cells were constructed with an architecture of ITO/PEDOT:PSS (40 nm)/TAT or TMTI (~23 nm)/C60 (32 nm)/BCP (8 nm)/Ag (100 nm). ITO-coated glass substrates (15 Ω sq⁻¹) were thoroughly cleaned with detergent, deionized water, acetone, and isopropyl alcohol before being dried in an oven at 140 °C for 10 min. Next, substrates were treated with UV-ozone for 10 min and coated with PEDOT:PSS at a spin speed rate of 4000 rpm. The substrates were then baked in an oven at 140°C for 20 min to remove the solvent and transferred into the glove box for the remaining processing steps. TAT and TMTI films were spin-coated from a 4 mg/mL solution in methanol and chlorobenzene, respectively. Both solutions were filtered using a 0.45 um polytetrafluorethylene filter prior to spin coating at 2000 rpm for 40 sec. C60, BCP, and Ag were thermally evaporated under high vacuum (~2 × 10⁻⁶mbar) at rates of 1.5 Ås⁻¹, 1.5 Ås⁻¹, and 4 Ås⁻¹, respectively. The devices were then annealed at 120 °C for 10 min.

For inverted devices, titania was deposited from a sol-gel route onto ITO films. First, ITO substrates were cleaned following the procedure described above. The titania solution was prepared by mixing 200 ml absolute ethanol (Aldrich), 5 ml ultrapure water and 2 ml concentrated HCl (37.5%). I then mixed titanium ethoxide with this solution in a 1:8 ratio. The aforementioned solution of titanium ethoxide diluted in ethanol/water/HCl was spin-coated onto ITO at 2000 rpm to give a film of ~70 nm. The films were annealed at 450 °C for 2 hours to promote the growth of the anatase crystalline phase. These films were subsequently cleaned in the solvents mentioned above before being UV-ozone cleaned again for 10 min. The active layer was spun from a 20 mg mL⁻¹ solution of P3HT:PCBM (1:6 wt%) blend in chlorobenzene at 1000 rpm for 60 sec in a nitrogen-filled glovebox. The TAT layer, which impedes electron flow, was spun from a 2 mg/ml solution (in methanol) at 2000 rpm for 40 sec. All of the above
solutions were passed through a 0.45 μm polytetrafluorethylene filter prior to spin coating. Subsequently, a Au layer (50 nm) was thermally evaporated under high vacuum (~ 2 × 10⁻⁶ mbar) at a rate of 2 Å•s⁻¹.

The performance of all devices was measured at room temperature in a nitrogen environment under AM 1.5G solar illumination at 100 mW•cm⁻² (1 sun) using a Thermal-Oriel 300W solar simulator with filter and a Keithley236 source-measure unit for current density-voltage curves. External quantum efficiency (EQE) was measured with a monochromator and calibrated against a silicon diode.

4.4 Material Properties

UV-Vis-NIR spectroscopy was used to determine the absorption of the solution processed thin films of TAT and TMTI as shown in Figure 37a. The absorption was observed predominantly in the ultraviolet (UV) region for both films, suggesting high optical bandgap with excellent transparency in visible region. Based on the absorption edges, I estimated the optical bandgaps to be ~3.35 eV for TAT and ~3.05 eV for TMTI, respectively. Cyclic voltammetry was used to deduce the redox properties and then energy levels of TAT and TMTI. The first oxidation potentials were observed at ~ 0.23 V and ~ 0.30 V (relative to ferrocene, - 4.8 eV respect to zero vacuum level) for TAT and TMTI respectively (Figure 37b), which correspond to HOMO levels of -5.03 eV and -5.1 eV. No reduction peaks were observed within the scan range as a result of their electron rich nature. The LUMO levels were estimated based on the optical gaps and HOMO levels, yielding values of -1.68 eV and -2.05 eV for TAT and TMTI respectively. Figure 37 shows the energy levels schematically of these molecules together with others used in our study. We can find that both TAT and TMTI have quite high LUMO levels and modest HOMO levels, which should afford them great electron blocking and hole extracting capabilities. DFT calculations were also executed with results shown in the insert of Figure 37a, exhibiting strong agreement with the experimental results. According to the energy level alignment in Figure 38, little energetic barrier is expected for hole transfer between these molecules and common hole-collective electrodes.

![Molecular structures of TAT and TMTI](image)

**Figure 36** The molecular structures of TAT and TMTI given by DFT calculations, TAT shows much flatter molecular geometry than TMTI. 
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Figure 37 a) Absorption spectra of solution processed thin films of TAT and TMTI, and vapor deposited C60 film, the insert illustrates orbital energy levels in vacuum, minimum energy conformations, and electron density plots by DFT calculations; b) cyclic voltammetry curves of TAT and TMTI in dichloromethane solution with ferrocene as internal reference.\textsuperscript{72}
Thin film topology was characterized using atomic force microscopy (AFM). Figure 39 shows the AFM images for the solution processed thin films both before and after thermal annealing at 120 °C for 10 minutes. It was found that both molecules could form relatively smooth and continuous films via solution processing, with root-mean-square (rms) roughness of ~ 1.3 nm for TAT and ~ 0.4 nm for TMTI respectively. The TAT film showed more crystalline features than TMTI, which is not surprising considering the hydrogen bonding effect. Thermal annealing was found to have negligible impact on the surface roughness, which prevented the device breakdown by film cracking. Hole carrier mobility of these films was evaluated by space-charge-limited-current measurements, yielding hole mobility of ~ $10^{-5}$-$10^{-4} \text{ cm}^2\text{V}^{-1}\text{s}^{-1}$, enough for efficient hole transport in organic solar cells. Thermal annealing slightly improved the hole mobility.
Figure 39  Tapping mode AFM topographical images of solution processed TAT (a, b) and TMTI (c, d). While (a) and (c) represent thin films before thermal annealing, (b) and (d) represent films after thermal annealing at 120 °C for 10 minutes. 72

4.5 Hole Mobility Measurements

The hole mobility was measured by fabricating hole-only devices with an architecture of ITO/PEDOT:PSS/triindole/Au. These devices were fitted with the field-dependent space charge limited current (SCLC) method, which is described by

\[ J_{SCLC} = \frac{9}{8} \varepsilon_R \varepsilon_0 \mu_0 \varepsilon_0 e^{0.89} \gamma \sqrt{\frac{E^2 V^2}{L^3}} \]  

wherein \( \varepsilon_0 \) is the permittivity of space, \( \varepsilon_R \) is the dielectric constant of the molecule (assumed to be 3), \( \mu_0 \) is the zero-field hole mobility, \( \gamma \) is the field dependence prefactor, \( E \) is the electric field, \( V \) is the voltage drop across the device \( (V=V_{\text{applied}}-V_{\text{bi}}-V_t) \), and \( L \) is the active layer thickness. The series and contact resistance of the device was 20 Ω; so the voltage drop due to
this resistance ($V_r$) was subtracted from the applied voltage. The built-in voltage ($V_{bi}$) resulting from the difference in work function of the PEDOT:PSS and Au was assumed to be zero. Figure 40 shows the J-V curves representing the TMTI hole only device with TMTI thickness of ~ 88 nm. The SCLC hole mobility was calculated to be $\sim 6-8 \times 10^{-3} \text{ cm}^2\text{V}^{-1}\text{s}^{-1}$ for TMTI with similar results for both the as cast and annealed films.

**Figure 40** Current density-voltage ($J$-$V$) plots for ITO/PEDOT:PSS/TMTI/Au with thickness of 88 nm.\textsuperscript{72}
4.6 Bilayer Solar Cell Performance

We have tested the hole extracting/electron blocking capability of TAT and TMTI in devices with a simple planar heterojunction structure, ITO/PEDOT:PSS/TAT (or TMTI)/C60 (32 nm)/BCP (8 nm)/Ag (100 nm) as shown in Figure 38. A control device without the TAT (or TMTI) layer was fabricated as well. Due to its poor absorption in the visible region (Figure 37a), light harvesting and exciton generation in the TAT (or TMTI) layer is negligible. In other words, all the bilayer devices tested here are expected to have a preponderance of excitons generated in the C60 layer which undergo charge separation at the interfaces via hole transfer, instead of electron transfer occurring in typical planar heterojunction devices with excitons generated in the electron donor layer as shown in Figure 42.

**Figure 41** Absorption coefficient of several important materials: TiO$_2$, SubPc-A, PCBM, and P3HT.$^{72}$
Figure 42 A schematic illustrating the two types of charge separation in the bilayer donor/acceptor interfaces.72

Figure 43 shows the device characteristics for the as-cast devices under AM 1.5 G simulated solar illumination at an intensity of 100 mW cm\(^{-2}\); values are also listed in Table 1. The virtually identical shape of the EQE spectra for three devices supports the hypothesis that excitons are generated in the C60 layer. It is found that all figures of merit were enhanced significantly with the addition of a TAT (or TMTI) layer. For instance, power conversion efficiency (PCE) improved from 0.12 % to 0.65 %; and the external quantum efficiency (EQE) at 450 nm improved from about 12 % to over 25 %. These dramatic improvements were primarily attributable to the superior hole extracting and electron/exciton blocking capabilities of the TAT (or TMTI) layer. First, the large energy gap between the HOMO levels of TAT (or TMTI) at ~ 5.1 eV and C60 at ~ 6.2 eV allowed for highly efficient hole extraction. Secondly, the extremely high LUMO levels (-1.68 eV for TAT and -2.05 eV for TMTI) could easily block electrons from C60 which has a much lower LUMO level of ~ 4.5 eV. This blocking effect is also evidenced by the diminished dark current upon the addition of this TAT (or TMTI) layer as shown in Figure 43b. Thirdly, the hole mobility of the TAT (or TMTI) layer is comparable with the electron mobility of the C60 layer, which ensured balanced hole/electron concentration with reduced charge recombination. Lastly, the high bandgap of TAT (or TMTI) also led to exciton blocking capability that prevents exciton leakage to the anode.

Further efficiency enhancement has been achieved by thermal annealing. The device characteristics of all these devices before and after thermal annealing at 120°C for 10 minutes are summarized in Table 1. The enhanced molecular organization in the TAT (or TMTI) upon thermal annealing is likely responsible for the improved hole transport and hole/electron balance. Although the overall efficiency is still much lower than that of state-of-the-art bilayer devices, a new type of “hole only” device is well presented here, wherein the solar light is mainly harvested by the electron acceptor (or hole donor) layer and excitons are efficiently dissociated at the interfaces via hole transfer through HOMO levels. I believe that an electron acceptor, with similar electronic properties as C60 but better light harvesting, would deliver higher performance based on this “hole only” type of device.
Figure 43 a) Current density-voltage ($J$-$V$) performance of bilayer devices with and without TAT or TMTI layer under light, b) $J$-$V$ curves of those devices under dark, c) EQE spectra for those devices.
Table 1 Device characteristics of organic solar cells under 1 sun AM 1.5 simulated illumination.  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device Interlayer</th>
<th>Bilayer devices (ITO/PEDOT:PSS/X/C60/BCP/Ag)</th>
<th>Inverted devices (ITO/TiO2/P3TH:PCBM/X/Au)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$V_{oc}$ (V)</td>
<td>TAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.26 (0.26)</td>
<td>0.41 (0.47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$J_{sc}$ (mA/cm2)</td>
<td>1.45 (1.67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FF</td>
<td>0.31 (0.37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PCE (%)</td>
<td>0.12 (0.16)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.7 Inverted Solar Cells

The application of TAT as an interfacial layer in inverted solar cells, wherein a common P3HT:PCBM blend acts as the photoactive layer, was also investigated. The substantial solubility of TAT in methanol allowed for sequential deposition of multilayers using orthogonal solvents. Specifically, an inverted solar cell with the architecture of ITO/TiO$_2$(70 nm)/P3HT:PCBM (100 nm)/TAT(<5 nm)/Au (50 nm) was fabricated, wherein the P3HT:PCBM layer was spin cast in chlorobenzene solution and TAT in methanol solution. The thickness of the TAT layer was dictated by the solution concentration. The best performing device was fabricated by spin-coating a solution of TAT in methanol (2 mg/ml) at 2000 rpm for 40 seconds. A control device absent of TAT was built for comparison and the results are displayed in Table 1. It is easily observed that the addition of the TAT interfacial layer increases the short circuit current from 6.44 to 8.04 mA cm$^{-2}$ by selecting for holes and rejecting electrons at the Au electrode. This behavior is commensurate with a slight rise in $V_{oc}$, as a result of the decreased recombination. There was not a significant change to the fill factor because such a thin layer of TAT did not substantially affect the series resistance of the P3HT/Au junction. Overall, the power conversion efficiency increases by 26%, from 1.06% to 1.34%. This behavior is again illustrated in the EQE spectrum where the rise is shown mainly from 500 nm-600 nm, the same region in which P3HT:PCBM absorption dominates. Overall, the additional current results not from the light harvesting of TAT but from improved charge selection in the anode.
Figure 44  a) Current density-voltage (J-V) behavior of inverted devices with and without TAT layer under light, b) J-V curves of the devices under dark.\textsuperscript{72}
Chapter 5
Conclusion

5.1 Summary of Results

The work of this dissertation has dealt with interfacial engineering at the donor-acceptor interface and at the donor-anode interface. In Chapter 1, nanostructuring of SubPc-A was proven feasible via nanoimprint lithography. Successful incorporation of this material into a solar cell requires not just considerations of the nanoscale morphology but also the energetics. The energy levels of SubPc-A must form a type II band alignment with the acceptor material in order for electrons to cascade down towards the cathode and holes to cascade up towards the anode. Such a nanostructured donor material is certainly compatible with acceptor materials deposited by evaporation that can preserve the integrity of the nanostructured film.

Chapter 2 considered extending the nanostructuring concept to two-component donors with the intention of broadening the absorption spectrum of the solar cell. Based on energetics as well as compatibility with the technique of nanoimprint lithography, the suitable material combinations were BOADPM/SQ and BOADPM/SubPc-A. BOADPM was proven capable of serving as a host matrix as it can be nanoimprinted like SubPc-A. With the above material combinations, the near-infrared absorption of BOADPM could be extended into the visible with the incorporation of SQ or SubPc-A.

In Chapter 3, solution processable, transparent, organic hole-selective materials, triazatruxene (TAT) and N-trimethyltriindole (TMTI) were synthesized, characterized and tested. Their excellent hole extracting and conducting, as well as electron and exciton blocking capabilities were clearly demonstrated for the first time in organic solar cells with significantly enhanced device performance. For example, the insertion of a hole selective layer between PEDOT:PSS and C60 layers in “hole only” planar heterojunction devices has increased the power conversion efficiency from 0.16% to 0.71% for TAT and 0.87% for TMTI, respectively. Methanol-soluble TAT was also used in an inverted P3HT:PCBM/TiO2 device, wherein the efficiency improved from 1.06% to 1.34% simply by adding the interlayer. The present results show that triindole-based molecules are highly promising hole selective materials with a high LUMO level, modest HOMO level and high hole mobility, which could easily be incorporated to other organic electronic devices. Continuing efforts deal with the development of various derivatives, such as crosslinkable ones that could be solution processed and converted into insoluble thin films for multilayer structures; and functionalized ones that could form self-assembled monolayers on electrodes via covalent binding.

5.2 Outlook for Further Study

If nanoimprinting is an effective way to improve solar cell performance, more charges will be collected for every absorbed photon. Once the exciton is generated in the donor, presumably it is more likely to diffuse towards and actually reach an interface compared to its
bulk counterpart. For that reason, more excitons will be split and more total charges will be collected at the electrodes. Therefore, the most effective measurement to test for this behavior is an internal quantum efficiency measurement (Fig. 45a).

The improvement may also be evident in the overall IV performance, but there is no guarantee. Such behavior would also require that the amount of absorbed light is exactly the same between the two devices being compared; there is no certainty of that as the thickness can vary between samples to a significant degree.

Nanoimprinting may result in unintended consequences that affect the overall device performance. After all, the pressure and temperature are both elevated. It is entirely reasonable that, most notably, the crystallinity of the film can change. This is of consequence because the crystallinity changes the mobility. If the mobility rises, for example, the boost in performance may be attributable, at least in part, to this intrinsic property rather than the nanostructured architecture. It is necessary to decouple these effects by measuring the mobility and gauging the degree of crystallinity with x-ray diffraction before and after subjecting the film to the elevated temperature and pressure (200°C, and 200 Pa). The x-ray diffraction pattern will readily show any pressure-induced crystallinity, as SubPc-A, BOADPM, and SQ are all amorphous in their as-cast state. For that reason, the simple observation of peaks in the diffraction pattern after processing will provide binary evidence of such pressure-induced crystallinity since the as-cast films have no peaks. The properties of a pristine film will be compared to a film subjected to the heat and pressure during the nanoimprinting process to see if there is a difference due to processing.

Fig. 45 a) Schematic of an internal quantum efficiency measurement (IQE) b) Schematic of an IV measurement, including a measurement in the dark and one under 1 sun illumination
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